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Abstract: The hydrosilylation reaction is one of the largestscale applications of homogeneous catalysis, and Pt homogeneous catalysts have been widely used in this reaction for the
commercial manufacture of silicon products. However, homogeneous Pt catalysts result in considerable problems, such as
undesired side reactions, unacceptable catalyst residues and
disposable platinum consumption. Here, we synthesized electron-deficient Pt single atoms supported on humic matter
(Pt1@AHA_U_400), and the catalyst was used in hydrosilylation reactions, which showed super activity (turnover frequency as high as 3.0 X 107 h@1) and selectivity (> 99 %). Density
functional theory calculations reveal that the high performance
of the catalyst results from the atomic dispersion of Pt and the
electron deficiency of the Pt1 atoms, which is different from
conventional Pt nanoscale catalysts. Excellent performance is
maintained during recycle experiments, indicating the high
stability of the catalyst.

Introduction
Alkene hydrosilylation, the addition of a silicon hydride
(Si-H) to a carbon–carbon double bond, is one of the largestscale industrial applications of homogeneous catalysis, and Pt
homogeneous catalysts are widely used in this reaction for the
commercial manufacture of silicon products.[1] The worldwide
silicone industry consumes nearly 5.6 tons of platinum
annually,[2] and the most widely used catalysts for the
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commercial synthesis of silicones are the so-called Speier Pt
catalyst and Karstedt Pt catalyst.[3] However, these two
catalysts suffer from side reactions, such as alkene isomerization and dehydrogenative silylation,[4] which make subsequent purification steps necessary that are both energy and
cost intensive. Meanwhile, colloidal Pt species often form
during the hydrosilylation reaction and lead to additional side
reactions and coloration of the final product, which is also an
indication of catalyst deactivation.[5] Modified Karstedt Pt
catalysts show an improved product selectivity and catalyst
stability. However, the activity is lower or comparable to their
parental Karstedt Pt catalyst.[2a, 6] Moreover, homogeneous Pt
catalysts are hard to recycle, and will inevitably bring in
unacceptable catalyst residues in the products, which is
a waste of the rare noble metal. These drawbacks have
promoted the development of heterogeneous catalysts, which
are featured in facile separation and recycling. However, low
efficiency of metal-atom utilization and active species leaching leads to the unsatisfying performance of current heterogeneous catalysts.
The single-atom catalyst combines the advantages of
homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts with 100 % atom
utilization, and shows unique activity and selectivity in
catalysis resulting from the special and uniform structures.[7]
Downsizing nanoclusters to single metal atoms not only
reduces the accessible neighboring adsorption and reaction
sites for reactants, which may otherwise result in stronger
adsorption and higher energy barrier for reaction, but also
changes the electron density state of the catalytic sites by
adjusting the surrounding ligands.[7b] For the synthesis of
a single-atom catalyst, supports with suitable surface functional groups which can coordinate to metal atoms are needed
to overcome the high surface energy of the single atom.
Humin/humic acid, which accounts for up to 80 wt % of
the total organic matter in soil, is a promising and sustainable
carbon material for catalysis.[8] As a complex mixture of
polymers rich in carboxylates and phenolate groups, it can
chelate and bind to metal ions with high binding constants,
especially for iron and noble metals.[8, 9] With other delicate
modification, humic acid can serve as a benign support with
various functional groups in single-atom catalysis. However,
owing to the rich phenolic and carboxylic groups and low
molecular weights, humic acid dissolves well in base or polar
organic solvents, which would result in “enzyme-like” operation conditions, but restricts the traditional processes of
heterogeneous catalysis. To use it as a traditional heterogeneous catalyst, crosslinking with moderate thermal condensation is to be applied.
To protect the acidic functional groups in humic acid and
provide a high temperature solvent reaction medium, molten
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salts can be used.[10] The coordination between carboxyl/
phenolate groups of humic acid and metal ions may promote
the dissolution of humic acid oligomers in molten salts, while
metal salt ligation protects the functional groups at relative
high condensation temperatures. The addition of crosslinkers
link the humic acid oligomers together and may result in
a porous humic acid framework, thus increasing molecular
weight, strength, and heterogeneity of the potential catalytic
system. Previously, we described the generation of artificial
humic acid (AHA) by artificial hydrogeochemistry at moderate temperature and autogenous pressures in water.[11]
Herein, we show the synthesis of humic-acid-based porous
carbon frameworks with urea (AHA_U_400) as crosslinkers
in an ionic molten-salt (MS) medium by fine-tuning the
synthesis conditions. A Pt single-atom model catalyst is
prepared by using AHA_U_400 as a support. The catalyst is
applied in hydrosilylation reactions, and showed remarkable
activity and selectivity.
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Results and Discussion
AHA was synthesized from Liriodendron tulipifera as
described by Yang et al.[11] The phenol or hydroxyl groups of
AHA (Figure 1 a) can be cross-linked at elevated temperatures via carbonylation reactions with urea[12] to give
a particular, porous, non swellable and thereby hard carbonaceous material. Figure 1 b shows that when the condensation
temperature increased to 400 8C, AHA completely transformed into such hard carbon material as AHA_U_400
treated with base (NaOH, 1 M) only gave a transparent
solution phase, without dissolution. Elemental analysis shows
that condensation at 400 8C resulted in a lowering of Ocontent from 23.68 % to 14.06 % (Table S1), which we
attribute to decarboxylation and partial dehydration.[13]
However, the N content increased, which we assign to the
carbonylation reaction with urea with the preservation of one
nitrogen.[12] Figure 1 c shows the FTIR of AHA condensed
and cross-linked at different temperatures. The broad ab-

Figure 1. AHA_U_400 synthesis and characterizations. a) AHA and the carbonylation reaction between phenol/hydroxyl groups of AHA and urea.
b) Images for the dissolving of AHA condensed at different temperatures in NaOH solution (1 M). c) FTIR spectra of AHA condensed at different
temperatures. d, e, f) XPS spectra of C1s, O1s and N1s for AHA_U_400. g) Solid-state 13C NMR spectra of AHA_U_400.
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2021, 60, 24220 – 24226
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sorption band at 3200–3600 cm@1 is caused by the stretching
vibrations of the -OH groups.[14] With the increasing of the
condensation temperature, the alkyl C@H vibration peak
between 2820 cm@1 and 2930 cm@1 and the CAlkyl@O vibration
peak at 1108 cm@1 disappeared, which may point to water
elimination from carbohydrate-based humic acid fragments.[13] The peak at 1698 cm@1 representing the C=O bond
in carboxylic groups also disappeared,[11] indicating the
elimination of carboxylic groups of AHA at high temperature. However, the CAryl@O vibration peak around 1210 cm@1
and the aromatic C=C vibration peak around 1600 cm@1 still
show strong adsorption,[14] suggesting the phenolic part of the
AHA remained at 400 8C. Although some decrease of the
intensity of phenolic hydroxyls was found, the acid concentration of phenolic hydroxyls on AHA_U_400 is still as high
as 2.4 mmol g@1 (Table S2). Consistent with the lowering of
oxygen content and FTIR results, almost no carboxylic acid
was found on AHA_U_400 during titration.
XPS was conducted to further confirm the surface
chemistry of AHA_U_400 (Figure 1 d–f). Three types of
carbon species are shown in the C1s spectrum: the peak at
284.6 eV represents the aromatic carbon;[15] the peak at
285.6 eV originates from the C in C@O;[16] the peak at 287.5
represents the C in -C=O.[17] The O1s can be decomposed into
two peaks located at 531.7 and 533.1 eV, which correspond to
C=O[18] and C@O,[19] respectively. The N1s can be decomposed
into two peaks located at 399.9 and 398.4 eV, corresponding to
amide and amino acid ester generated by carbonylation
reaction with urea, respectively.[20] Solid-state 13C NMR was
also performed to investigate the C species in AHA_U_400
(Figure 1 g). Clearly, the aromatic carbon is dominant, which
is consistent with the XPS and FTIR data. Meanwhile, alkyl C
(0–44 ppm) and ketone/amidic C (188–230 ppm) were also
detected.[21] The absence of a peak between 162–188 ppm
corresponding to COOH is consistent with the FTIR results.[21]
SEM images in Figure 2 show the morphology changes of
AHA before and after condensation in ZnCl2-KCl salt melts.
Clearly, AHA_U_400 is made up from much smaller particles
compared to the isolated AHA, and the material becomes
more porous while the bigger pores start to be visible on the
surface texture of the particles, which points to the strong
interaction with the salt melts.[13] As shown in Table S2 and
Figure S1a, the BET surface area of AHA_U_400 is more
than two orders higher than that of AHA, illustrating the
successful formation of a carbon framework with the salt melt
as a porogen. The pore-size distribution showed that the
majority of the pores are micropores (Figure S1b).
Without urea, heating also results in the appearance of big
pores (AHA_400, Figure S2). However, the pores are much
larger, as pore growth is not stopped by the onset of crosslinking ahead of thermal elimination of water and CO2, and
the BET surface area is consequently only around 1/3 of that
of AHA_U_400 (Figure S1a and Table S2). Therefore, urea
cross-linking is beneficial to create a heterogeneous catalyst
support, while the carbonylation reaction between urea and
AHA should promote the restructure of the AHA morphology. Meanwhile, compared to the AHA_400, more phenolic
groups were retained for AHA_U_400 during the thermal
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Figure 2. Representative SEM images of AHA (a, b, c) and
AHA_U_400 (d, e, f).

condensation process (Figure S3). Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) on AHA_U_400 shows only 2.51 % reoccurring
weight loss from 160 8C to 380 8C, illustrating the high stability
of AHA_U_400 at elevated temperatures (Figure S4).
The high phenolic content of AHA_U_400 makes it
a favorable support to stabilize metal atoms, even as singleatom catalysts.[7b] In the long run, we of course want to use
iron for this purpose, but here due to the much better visibility
and developed catalytical unit operation to reference to, we
decided to graft with Pt first. H2PtCl6 was mixed with ethanol,
water and AHA_U_400, and stirred for 2 h at room temperature. Ethanol was chosen for the reduction of H2PtCl6. After
that, the catalyst was filtrated and vacuum dried at 60 8C for
24 h.
XRD indicates the absence of any peaks related to Pt
particles (Figure S5), while ICP-OES gave a Pt loading of
1 wt % with corresponding amount of H2PtCl6 precursor used.
A more visual appearance is obtained by high resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). Figure 3 a–d
shows high-angle annular dark-field and bright-field scanning
HRTEM images of Pt1@AHA_U_400. As manifested by the
bright spots, Pt atoms are found atomically dispersed on
AHA_U_400, sometimes we might see some Pt atoms a little
close to each other, which may result from projection overlaps
or “beam shower” pretreatment[22] of the sample, but nanoparticles were absent. To further confirm the atomic dispersion of Pt on AHA_U_400, in situ diffuse reflectance
infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT) spectroscopy of CO
adsorption on Pt1@AHA_U_400 was performed (Figure 3 e).
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Figure 3. Structural characterizations of Pt1@AHA_U_400. High-angle annular dark-field (a, c) and bright-field (b, d) STEM images of 1 wt %
Pt1@AHA_U_400. e) In situ diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT) spectroscopy of CO adsorption on 1 wt % Pt1@AHA_U_400.
f) X-ray photoelectron spectra of 1 wt % Pt1@ AHA_U_400. g) Pt L3-edge EXAFS spectra in R space of Pt foil and 1 wt % Pt1@ AHA_U_400. Pt foil
was used as the reference. h) Structural model of Pt1@ AHA_U_400 simulated by DFT calculations.

Depending on the Pt nuclearity in the particles, adsorbed CO
on Pt may form linear Pt–CO, doubly bridged Pt2CO, and
triply bridged Pt3CO on the surface of Pt clusters and
nanoparticles.[7a] However, only one peak at 2098 cm@1
corresponding to the linearly adsorbed CO on
Pt1@AHA_U_400 was detected (Figure 3 e). The absence of
a bridged CO adsorption peak between 1800 and 1900 cm@1
implies the absence of Pt clusters and nanoparticles. There is
almost no shift with more CO adsorption, further demonstrating the atomic dispersion of Pt on AHA_U_400. Moreover, the high wavenumber (2098 cm@1) implies that the Pt1
atom is electron deficient, which is consistent with the XPS
results. A peak at 72.54 eV (Pt 4f7/2), which is 1.34 eV higher
than that of bulk Pt metal (71.20 eV) and 0.66 eV lower than
that of PtII (73.2 eV),[23] indicates missing electron density in
the Pt center, which may be due to electron donation to the
support (Figure 3 f).
To determine the electronic and coordination structures
of Pt atoms in Pt1@AHA_U_400 catalysts, extended X-ray
absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra were measured (r
space, Figure 3 g). There is one prominent peak at 1.9 c,
which is longer than the Pt–O distance for PtO2 in FT-EXAFS
results ( & 1.7 c).[24] Far infrared spectra (Figure S6) and XPS
spectra of Cl 2p (Figure S7) show that some chlorines are still
weakly coordinating to Pt1 atoms in Pt1@AHA_U_400.
Therefore, the peak at 1.9 c may be a mixed result of the
Pt–O and Pt–Cl shells which are close to each other. No other
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2021, 60, 24220 – 24226

typical peaks for Pt–Pt bonds at longer distances (> 2.5 c)
were observed, revealing the isolation of Pt atoms throughout
the whole Pt1@AHA_U_400.
Although AHA_U_400 can be ligated with metal ions,
AHA_400 showed no ligation ability with metal ions. Considering the introduction of carbonyl groups through carbonylation reactions between AHA and urea (Figure 1 a) and
that some chlorines still coordinate to the Pt1 center, a possible
local structure model of Pt single atoms in AHA_U_400 was
constructed and optimized by DFT (Figure 3 h). The anchoring site of AHA_U_400 was modeled as deprotonated
salicylamide, and DFT calculations show that Pt coordinated
by two unsaturated O atoms, as well as one Cl@ and one HCl
moiety is the most stable structure (Table S4). This model
agrees well with our EXAFS results (Figure 3 g), which
indicate a Pt–O coordination number (CN) of 1.9 and a Pt–
Cl CN of 2.2 (Table S3). Bader charge analysis shows the Pt
center is electron deficient with around + 0.9 e, which is
consistent with the XPS results. This model is used below as
a starting structure to be utilized in density functional theory
calculations for the hydrosilylation process.
The catalytic efficiency of Pt1@AHA_U_400 was then
evaluated in the hydrosilylation reaction for a wide range for
both alkenes and silanes (Table 1). AHA_U_400 shows no
catalytic ability for the benchmark reaction between 1-octene
and (Me3SiO)2MeSiH. However, Pt1@AHA_U_400 shows an
ultrahigh activity with a high selectivity (99 %) for the
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Table 1: Hydrosilylation of terminal olefins catalyzed by Pt1@AHA_U_400.[a]

period was needed, and the solution
remained colorless and transparent
after reaction and separation of the
heterogeneous catalyst, indicating
the
high
stability
of
Pt1@AHA_U_400 during the hydrosilylation process.[2a, 5] High activity and selectivity were both
maintained even when the catalyst
was recycled 6 times (Figure S9),
indicating the high stability of the
catalyst. STEM images of the spent
catalyst show no aggregation of the
Pt single atoms (Figure S10). XPS
spectra of Pt 4f (Figure S11b) show
the Pt1 center is still electron deficient after reaction, which may
result from the oxidative addition
of excess silane onto the Pt1 center
(molar ratio of olefin to silane is
1:1.1 before reaction). It also indicates no Pt nanoparticles or clusters
are formed during the reaction.
XPS spectra of Cl 2p (Figure S11a)
show that the intensity of the peak
corresponding to inorganic chlorine
bonding to Pt1 decreased greatly
after reaction, indicating olefin or
silane replace chlorine to coordinate to the Pt1 during the reaction.
When phenyldimethylsilane was
used, the TOF value reached 3.0 X
107 h@1 (Entry 1, Table 1), which is
about 106 times that of the phosphine-modified Karstedt Pt catalyst,[25] and 100 times that of sin[a] Experiments were performed at 4 mmol scale: 1 wt % Pt1@ AHA_U_400 catalyst, silane/olefin = 1.1
gle-atom-based heterogeneous plat(mol mol@1), temperature = 70 8C. The products yield and selectivity were determined by 1H NMR
inum catalyst (120 8C).[26] Moreover,
analysis using N,N-dimethylaniline as internal standard. [b] Based on olefin substrate. [c] TOF values
were calculated based on T yield, and the calculation method was detailed in Figure S12. [d] To eliminate Pt1@AHA_U_400 showed 100 %
selectivity for the 1,2-epoxy-4-vinylthe influence of mass transfer, improve solid–liquid contact and easy to weigh the catalyst, 0.25 wt %
Pt1@ AHA_U_400 catalyst was used. [e] Temperature = 50 8C. [f ] 0.25 wt % Pt1@ AHA_U_400 catalyst
cyclohexane (Entries 13 and 14,
was used, and the experiment is performed on 40 mmol scale (base on olefin). [g] Karstedt catalyst was Table 1), where opening/polymeriused, and the experiment is performed on 40 mmol scale (base on olefin). [h] 1 wt % PtNP@AHA_U_400 zation of the sensitive epoxide
catalyst. For 1-octene, only a trace amount of olefin isomerization products was detected. For styrene,
function is observed when Karstedt
the side product is a-adduct. For other terminal alkenes, the low selectivity may come from the
catalysts were used.[2a] At the same
decomposition of the alkenes in the reaction condition.
time, the catalyst also showed superior performance in the hydrosilybenchmark reaction between 1-octene and (Me3SiO)2MeSiH
lation of diverse terminal olefins with functional groups
(Entries 10–12 and 15–19, Table 1). The Pt leaching test
(Entry 4, Table 1). The turnover frequency (TOF) is as high as
9.8 X 106 h@1. 17 % product yield can be achieved in 1 h even
(Table 1, Entry 3) shows a very low level of Pt (0.08 ppm,
corresponding to about 1.5 % of the initial Pt adding amount)
when the amount of catalyst being used is very low (Entry 5,
Table 1), which is more than 3 times higher than that of
in the crude reaction solution, and almost no conversion
Karstedt Pt catalyst (Entry 6, Table 1), and to our knowledge
(< 1 %) is obtained by using the crude reaction solution as
one of the highest ever reported for heterogenous catalysis.
catalyst, indicating the atomically dispersed Pt on
In contrast, the reference system PtNP@ AHA_U_400
AHA_U_400 are the real catalytic sites.
(Figure S8) showed no reactions even in 30 mins (Entry 7,
To elucidate the reaction mechanism of the hydrosilylaTable 1), indicating that the active site is not the Pt as such,
tion reaction on Pt1@AHA_U_400, density functional theory
but single Pt atoms immobilized on the artificial humic acid
(DFT) calculations were performed. For comparison, hydroframework. For Pt1@AHA_U_400, no special activation
silylations on KarstedtQs Pt catalyst and PtNP@AHA_U_400
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(Pt (111) surface) were also calculated. As proposed by Chalk
and Harrod, the reaction mechanism of Pt-catalyzed alkene
hydrosilylation can be divided into three sequential steps: Si–
H oxidation addition to Pt, alkene insertion into the Pt@H
bond and Si–C reductive elimination.[27] However, for the
modified Chalk–Harrod mechanism, the second step is alkene
insertion into the Pt@Si bond followed by the C@H reductive
elimination as the third step.[28] Both mechanisms on
Pt1@AHA_U_400,
KarstedtQs
Pt
catalyst
and
PtNP@AHA_U_400 were examined by DFT.
We initiated the reaction by binding silane to the single Pt
atom, with the model matching that in Figure 3 i with chlorine
ligands dissociated and replaced by silane. As shown in
Figure 4 and Figure S13, for Pt1@AHA_U_400, the modified
Chalk–Harrod mechanism is more favorable than the Chalk–
Harrod mechanism with a much lower energy barrier (0.94 vs.
1.35 eV). However, for Karstedt“ Pt catalyst (Figure 4 and
Figure S14) and Pt (111) (Figure S15 and Figure S16), the
Chalk–Harrod mechanism is more favorable. Clearly, the
energy barriers for hydrosilylaiton on Karstedt” Pt catalyst
and Pt (111) are much higher than that on Pt1@AHA_U_400
(Figure 4, 1.22 vs. 0.94 eV; Figure S15, 2.92 vs. 0.94 eV), which
is consistent with their lower activity for the hydrosilylation
reaction (Entries 6, 7 and 9, Table 1).
The ultrahigh activity of the Pt1@AHA_U_400 catalyst
may be attributed to the atomic dispersion of isolated Pt
atoms and the electron deficiency of the Pt1 atoms. Compared
to Pt1@AHA_U_400, the accessible neighboring adsorption
Pt sites leads to silane and olefin adsorbing on different Pt
atoms, resulting in much stronger adsorption (Figure S15, 4.3
vs. 3.5 eV) and a higher energy barrier for the hydrosilylation
on PtNP@AHA_U_400 (Figure S15). The Pt@C bond length
for olefin on PtNP@AHA_U_400 (2.11 c) is shorter than that

Chemie

on Pt1@AHA_U_400 (2.17 c), indicating stronger coordination strength. However, moderate coordination strength is
beneficial for rapid hydrosilylation, and too strong or too
weak coordination both slow the reaction.[29] Meanwhile,
Bader charge analysis shows that the charge on Pt (+ 0.42 e)
for the initial reaction structure of Pt1@AHA_U_400 is much
higher than that of the Karstedt catalyst (@0.10 e), which may
be beneficial for lowering the energy barrier by optimizing
the electron structure of the transition state (TS).

Conclusion
A humic-acid-based carbonaceous support material
AHA_U_400 was prepared through mild thermal condensation and cross-linking between artificial humic acid and urea,
and the material proved to enable the preparation of the
stable Pt single-atom catalyst Pt1@AHA_U_400. HAADFSTEM, CO-DRIFT, EXAFS, XPS and FIR prove the
formation of Pt1 and the chemical environment of Pt1. The
catalyst shows ultrahigh activity and selectivity in hydrosilylation reactions. DFT calculations show that the high
performance of the catalyst can be attributed to the atomic
dispersion of Pt and the electron deficiency of the Pt1 atoms.
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Figure 4. Reaction paths for hydrosilylation reactions on
Pt1@AHA_U_400 and Karstedt’s Pt catalyst. The navy blue, yellow, red,
bright blue, gray and white balls represent Pt, Si, O, N, C and H
atoms, respectively. To highlight the reaction sites, green and pink
balls represent the C1 and C2 in CH2=CH@CH3, respectively. For
simplification, propylene and (MeO)2MeSiH were used to represent
octene and (Me3SiO)2MeSiH/(CH3CH2O)2CH3SiH, respectively. For the
hydrosilylation on Karstedt catalyst, Pt stabilized by olefin model is
used according to literature, and CH2=CH@CH3 was used not only as
reactant but also as ligand.[5]
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